
Delivering utility-scale,
reliable, renewable energy.

The Linear Pelton
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Figure 1

The Linear Pelton combines the simplicity, low cost, 

and freedom from cavitation of traditional impulse 

turbines such as Pelton or Crossflow turbines and 

is delivered in a compact, easy-to-install package 

comparable in size and power output to more costly 

to install Kaplan-type turbines. 

The Linear Pelton is well suited to low head 

hydropower applications because, due to its unique 

mechanical configuration, it can generate power from 

large flows at low heads, while maintaining high shaft 

speed and efficiency.
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Operations
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Operating range

CALCULATE

HEAD

3 - 20 meters

FLOW

0.5 - 14 cms per unit 
or 100’s of cms for multi-unit sites

POWER

25 - 1,000 kW per unit 
or 10’s of MW for multi-unit sites

Figure 2

The LP  is the first-ever implementation of a linear 

free jet single stage impulse turbine. The technology 

utilizes the highly efficient fluid mechanics of a 

Pelton-style bucket on a linear powertrain, and 

removes the need for a draft tube, stators, wicket 

gates, or stay vanes.  Single unit capacities range 

from 25 kW to 1000 kW.  Linear Pelton are currently

 available for low to medium head and flows with 

ratings from 10’s of kW to over a MW. Please see 

page 5 for details.

The Linear Pelton utilizes a linear free jet single stage

 impulse turbine.  Water, after passing through a 

screened intake, is conveyed through a pipe or 

penstock and enters the engine through a simple 

rectangular nozzle.  The nozzle functions to convert 

pressure to velocity with minimal loss, and orient the 

emerging jet of water toward a series of buckets at 

an optimal angle. The water jet hits the buckets 

positioned on either side of belts that run through 

the middle of the machine. When the jet 

hits the buckets, it is turned by the bucket’s shape, 

causing a transfer of momentum from the fluid to 

the bucket, which is harnessed as useful torque 

that turns the shaft. The nozzle opening is adjusted 

automatically, allowing for direct control of flow rate 

and power, while keeping the machine’s efficiency 

high across a wide range of flows. The drivetrains’ 

modular cassette format makes maintenance simple, 

inexpensive, and fast.  

Figure 3
Flow coming out the nozzle and hitting the buckets 

in the Linear Pelton

Linear Pelton 

Generation output can also be calculated for multi-

engine setups for larger flows. Contact YOOIL for an 

optimized generation output calculation using our 

internal model, which incorporates more details of 

the potential project. 
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Figure 5: Comparing excavation and submergence requirements for Bulb turbines 
vs. a YOOIL LP. The YOOIL turbines sit above lower pool elevation requiring 
much  less excavation.

Installation options for the Linear Pelton expand on 

layouts similar to conventional Kaplan and Crossflow 

turbines, but with greater flexibility in the civil works 

design, much less excavation, and opportunities for 

reduced civil works. 

The Linear Pelton allows for reduction in civil works 

cost because it is not at risk for cavitation and 

because of its minimal vertical profile. In most cases 

the Linear Pelton can be situated above tailwater 

elevation either to the side of tailwater flow or 

directly above tailwater, reducing the need for 

excavation. In addition, the Linear Pelton can be 

placed in a small vault, with all control and electrical 

equipment on a higher floor, further reducing civil 

works costs (figure 5). 

The Linear Pelton can be integrated into any kind of

 low head hydropower setting, including in-conduit,

 run-of-river, and in-dam. 

Linear Pelton

In dam or weir Linear Pelton

Over tailwater Linear Pelton
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Water-to-wire package

PTO options

COMPACT BELT DRIVE

Figure 6 Figure 7

Turbine Placement Guidelines

• Where desired, machine design allows for the 

capture of some head below the turbine. To 

accomplish this, the exit of the plinth, or outlet, 

must be below plant afterbay water level.

• No draft tube is required.

• The top of the intake should be submerged below 

the upper pool in accordance with best practices 

to avoid formation of air vortices.

• There are many options for generator placement.  

It can be connected to any of the four shaft exits 

by either gearbox or belt.  This allows plant 

layout flexibility as well as the option to place 

generator above flood levels.

Items not Included

• Intake and bypass gates

• Trash rack or screen

• Power house

• Plinth

• Plant wiring 

• Transformers and utility interconnection hardware
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Items Included

Electrical equipment
 Generator
 Power Factor Correction (if required, and as specified, by customer)
 Generator protection relay (as specified by customer)
         Grid protection relay (as specified by customer)

Water-to-wire
Package

Control panel

Penstock

Nozzle

Generator
Plinth

All other related balance of plant designs, hardware, 

and civil works are not part of YOOIL’s scope of 

supply, including, but not limited to, the following:

Hydro-mechanical equipment

 Linear Pelton
 Intake adapter
 Inlet nozzle
 Design guidance for outlet or plinth
 Speed increaser (gearbox or belt drive)
 Special assembly tools

BaseLinear 
Pelton

Instrumentation and control equipment
 Unit SCADA control system (hardware and software)
 Integrated Sensors: 

 -   Linear Pelton shaft speed 

 -   Nozzle flow control
 -   Powertrain health 
 -   Generator output 
 -   Water levels (upper and lower pools)

The Linear Pelton is delivered to the project site as 

a compact unit, fully assembled and factory tested. 

In most gravity-head situations (run-of-river or in-

dam), the following guidelines are recommended: 

Linear Pelton

Linear Pelton

Linear Pelton
Linear Pelton

Linear Pelton
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Control panel

The control panel can optionally be fitted with a 

touchscreen or serve the HMI to an existing computer 

on the local control network for onsite or remote 

access.

Flow control

Runaway/Overspeed Prevention

Plant safety

YOOIL’s UL listed control panels provide autonomous 

turbine or plant level operation through on site or 

remote user interfaces. Turbine fault detection and 

failsafe design are built in. More advanced condition 

monitoring packages are available which can 

automatically collect and store frequency spectrum 

data from numerous sensors for more detailed 

diagnostics. Both the turbine and control system have 

extended temperature operation packages for use in 

cold or semi outdoor conditions. The control system 

scales to multiple Linear Pelton in a site and can 

integrate under an existing plant level controller, or 

can optionally handle plant level control of different 

bypass gates, intake gates, and trash racks itself. 

If the generator is disconnected from the grid while 

generating power, it is possible that the Linear Pelton shaft

 speed will increase up to 2-2.4X normal operating speed, 

depending on the settings when the runaway initiates. 

YOOIL’s control system will instantly detect the initiation 

of runaway and shut down the Linear Pelton gracefully. 

The Linear Pelton utilizes a nozzle to control flow 

and create optimum jet widths across a wide range 

of flow conditions. 
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Annual inspections should include a review of the 

cassette (check belt and sprocket condition, inspect 

shaft seals), power takeoff system (check gearbox 

lubricant level and condition, check any belts, check 

shaft alignment, check seals), electrical equipment 

(inspect wiring and sensors; ensure leads, cables, 

terminations are in good condition), and balance of 

plant (inspect flanges for leakage; inspect fasteners, 

flow control gates or valves, inspect all surfaces 

for fouling and clean or apply countermeasures as 

necessary, ensure plant ingress and egress in good 

condition, ensure plant maintenance equipment 

such as hoists are in good operating condition).

Cavitation 

Temperature changes 

Monitoring & Maintenance
Materials of construction 

Debris maintenance and water quality 

Maintenance 
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YOOIL recommends a combination of routine 

(annual) inspection and periodic overhauls. Annual 

inspections center around checking sprockets, 

bearings, and mechanical systems. These systems 

are designed to last the life of the system. Lubricants 

may need to be replenished. Periodic overhauls 

center around replacing the belts and potentially 

some bearing seals. These replacements can be 

completed quickly and inexpensively and are 

planned into the O&M budget. 

Many submersible components in the Linear Pelton 
are composed of galvanically compatible, corrosion 

resistant materials with high fatigue strength such 

as composites including CFRP and 17-4PH stainless 

steel.

The Linear Pelton is an exceptionally easy and 

accessible hydroelectric generator. It is designed 

from the ground up to be serviceable with common 

tools and with basic mechanical skills. The LP model’s 

cassette can be serviced simply by opening the 

housing top and performing maintenance in situ or 

after removing the cassette. Many of the individual 

components can be lifted out and moved by one 

or two technicians. All heavier components have 

multiple forklift and winch lift points. 

The Linear Pelton is not at risk of cavitation when

 applied in its normal range of operation. As 

described above, this opens up many additional 

site layout options. This also improves long term 

maintenance and operation and provides good 

environmental performance. 

The Linear Pelton has been designed to 

accommodate a wide range of temperature 

fluctuations. Water temperatures can range from 

freezing up to 80F (27C) with no deleterious impact 

on operations. Plants can be designed for ambient 

temperatures as low as -30C (-22F). 

The Linear Pelton is designed for a 20-25 year 

project life and beyond with regularly scheduled 

maintenance. Maintenance cycle on the belts and 

minor parts of the powertrain is every 3 to 5 years, 

depending on project capacity factor.

The Linear Pelton is capable of operating in brackish 

water. The Linear Pelton is designed to accommodate 

sediment and debris up to 3/4” diameter. Larger 

material is filtered through a standard trash rack 
system 



Monitoring & SCADA Fish passage
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Figure 8

time data on plant generation, flow, and plant 

health information, and is used to optimize plant 

performance and plan for predictive maintenance to 

maximize uptime.

Remote-sensed 
imagery

On-the-ground
data input

A network of low-
cost sensor data

Climate demand 
data set

YOOIL’s proprietary software analytics platform, 

watershedOS, serves as a secure online tool for 

managers and owners to remotely monitor system 

status and operation metrics of all their Linear 
Pelton assets. This platform allows for access to real-

Linear Pelton
monitoring data

In the Linear Pelton, due to the low rate of flow 

relative to cup speeds, the low overall cup speeds, 

and high static pressures, the Linear Pelton can 

coexist peacefully with fish and other aquatic 

organisms. Specifically, the Linear Pelton 

accommodates downstream fish passage of 

anadromous fish smolts. Upstream passage of 

spawning adult fish can be accomplished with 

conventional fish ladders, at the low head drop or 

diversion. YOOIL is compiling test data on fish 

passage to document these advantages.

YOOIL’s low-head Linear Pelton enables a new type

 of hydropower development designed explicitly 

for watershed enhancement, safe fish passage, and 

low environmental footprint. We call this approach 

EcoSmartHydro. Fundamentally, a hydro project is 

also a water project, and where appropriate, we 

work with clients to design projects for not only 

impact mitigation, but also water and ecosystem 

benefit creation. Benefits that are created range 

from distributed groundwater recharge to reduced 

stream temperatures; ecosystem benefits range 

from wetland and fish habitat creation to sediment 

management.
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2401 Monarch Street
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P: 510.342.5269
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MUMBAI
23, Level 2, Kalpataru Square, 
Kondivita Lane,Off. Andheri Kurla 
Road, Andheri (East), 
Mumbai - 400 059. 
Tel: +91 22 4056 9999
Fax: +91 22 4056 9966 

BANGALORE
No 203-204, 2nd Floor, 
Prestige Meridian1, MG Road,
Bangalore 560 001
Tel: +91 80 4090 4793 / 4090 4794
Fax: +91 80 4090 4795

KOLKATA
RDP Boulevard Building, 
8th Floor, Block EP & GP, 
Plot K-1, Sector V,
Salt Lake City,Kolkata,
West Bengal -700091
Tel:+91 33 6637 4919/ 33 
6637 4810

BRANCHES

Plot No. A-125, 
A-126, A-125 
(part), Road No. 
22, Wagle 
Industrial Estate, 
Thane 400 064

REGISTERED 
OFFICE

202 & 203, Ashoka 
Estate, 24 
Barakhamba Road,
Connaught Place,
New Delhi-110001.
Tel: +9111-4310 2841/
4250 0194/
4307 4474/ 
4253 6152

CORPORATE OFFICE

info@yooil.co.in


